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and easy means of raising crop yields on collective farms.
Lysenko claims to have established these three points.
But if the data wiU not stand the test of statistical analysis,
and if the so-called '"pure lines ' are not pure lines, but are
very heterogeneous, then Lysenko's experiments prove
nothing at all; and that is how the work appears to an
outside observer.
The second experiment concerns the transmission of
heredity through grafts, and is based on the claims of
Michurin. A variety of tomato which bears round,
yellow-skinned fruit is grafted On to a variety which bears
pear-shaped, red fruit. The scion might be expected to
bear round yellow fruit, unaffected by the stock; and it is a
common experience that seeds from such a scion as this
grow into plants which show no influence of the stock on
which the seeds were borne. In brief, the heredity of a
stock is not transmitted through a graft to enter seeds
borne on the scion. A disease, such as virus, may be
so transmitted. So may a chemical substance: for instance
tomato seeds from grafts of tomato on tobacco may contaia
nicotine. But the material of heredity is not carried that
way, according to our present knowledge.
Now Lysenko makes the striking claim that the stuff of
heredity is carried into the seeds on the scion; so that in the
next generation, these seeds do not give only round yellow
fruits, but red fruit, pink fruit, mottled fruit, fruit with a
6 beak ' at the tip, and so on. If this claim were correct, it
would cause a revolution in genetical theory and in the
practice of plant breeding. One would expect, therefore9
Lysenko's claim to be supported by exhaustive and
convincing experiments, carried out with pedigree plants
free from disease. In actual fact the experiments were
carried out with plants of no certain pedigree, some of
which carried the virus disease spotted wilt, which produces
a red-yellow mottling of the fruit. Furthermore the numbers
of plants used were far too small to establish any such
striking claim.

